IDENTITY THEFT VICTIMS DEMAND MORE

I’ll coach you through the obstacles; correct errors.
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VICTIMS are disheartened with how the “Professionals” insist that the criminal process that they undertake to recover their identity.

Professionals victims encounter seem to short in resolving their concerns.

Most reported that they were disheartened with how various agencies responded to their situation.

When discussing their engagements with various agencies, victims report the following levels of Annoyance or Disappointment:
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The victim’s ability to engage with the appropriate agency and feel they are being listened to and the level of efficiency and the gravity they deserve is paramount to the process that they are having resolved to their satisfaction.

REMEMBER: this is what we do. We’re here to help you — the one person who cares.

Download the ITRC ID Theft Help App for free for case management tools.

800-456-3559

communication@idthority.org/ITRC

http://www.itrcinfo.org/IDthefthelpapp